Who are Global Leaders?
A group of students selected by Saga Univ. Center for Promotion International Exchange. Their job is to plan and organize various events to achieve a goal of creating a campus where students can exchange in academic, research, and intellectual fields while they respect different cultures and values.

Activity Examples
- Language lounge
- Study abroad fair
- Peer Support for students who wish to go on to exchange program
- Field trip for new int’l students
- Summer program
- Presentation for foreign visitors and more…

Eligibility:
1. Degree seeking students at Saga university (Undergraduate or Graduate course)
2. Students who can work as a Global Leader from mid-May 2017
3. Students who are interested in international exchange, and willing to promote the cross-cultural understanding and international exchange.

Numbers of new leaders needed: about 5
Salary: 800yen/hour (about 6hrs per week)
How to apply: Fill out application form available on HP, staple them on top left corner. Prepare THREE sets of these documents, and submit to the International Affairs Division.
Deadline: May 1 (Tue) by 12PM
Schedule:
Interview) May 7 ~ 8 *Skype interview is available
Result announcement) Mid-May
Training starts right after announcement

Become a BRIDGE between International and Japanese students!
Build a stronger NETWORK on campus
Prepare for your CAREER by organizing various events

Join the “Saga Univ. Global Leaders”

There will be a Global Leader’s meeting on Apr. 20 (Fri) 5th period @MEL (2f student center). You can observe it freely!

CONTACT Center of Promotion Intl. Exch. • Naoko Yamada Tel: 0952-28-8457 E-mail: yamada@cc.saga-u.ac.jp